




INTRODUCTION
When you hear the word “machine,” what do you think of? Probably a 
goofy robot, or a mechanical arm, or maybe your car, but certainly not 
your body. Well, it’s time you started. Did you know that one of the defi-
nitions of the word “machine” is an intricate natural system or organism, 
such as the human body?
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introduction

We use machines on a daily basis to do our work, to make our lives 
easier, to entertain ourselves, but we fail to recognize the similarities be-
tween machines and our bodies. Both are used to accomplish the tasks 
that we have deemed necessary to meet our goals, and while we didn’t 
design our bodies like we designed our machines, they are still compa-
rable in the way that neither one can be wholly changed, but instead can 
be upgraded, modified, and improved. 

The Machine Principle draws its core concepts from the obvious parallels 
between our bodies and machines. These concepts serve as guidelines 
to help people shift their minds from “I am my body” to “My body is an 
instrument to accomplish my purpose.”

While it won’t delve into your “purpose” (God forbid that someone turn 
this into a crazy cult), it will help you change your body to accomplish 
your purpose of a strong, powerful body by providing proper mainte-
nance, care, and overall improvements.
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core components
of the machine principle

Conditioning
Gassing out at the wrong moment is dangerous.

Joint Mobility
Proper lubrication of your joints prevents breakdowns and extends the functional life of your body.

Longevity
Efficient training with precise form is essential for optimum performance, constantly running your body hard will 
lead to a shorter functional lifespan.

Movement
A body that doesn’t move correctly is malfunctioning or will malfunction because of improper use.

Nutrition
In order to perform optimally, your body needs proper fuel.

Strength
An underpowered body limits your abilities and is injury prone in real-world situations.



you are all things. 
denying, rejecting, 

judging or hiding from 
any aspect of your 
total being creates 
pain and results in a 
lack of wholeness.

-joy page
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Have you ever driven a car that didn’t have enough power? Going up a 
steep incline is stressful, changing lanes is a pain in the ass, and trying 
to get on the freeway is terrifying. Additional strength can do more 
than just enhance your sport, profession, and outdoor hobbies, it can 
improve your entire life, both physically and emotionally. How much 
better would you feel driving your car if you knew you had an extra 300 
horsepower under the hood? You may never use that power (although 
if you follow all the principles you would certainly know how), but you 
would gain a lot more confidence with every move you make. Strength 
and power in your machine will transfer to every aspect of your life. 
Here is how the Machine Principle addresses the Strength Concept: 

Progressive Strength
You can enhance your strength by making your workout progressively 
harder. While there are many ways to accomplish this, the core meth-
ods based on Progressive Strength are: adding weight, adding reps, or 
increasing exercise difficulty.

Dynamic Strength
You need strength from every angle. You are not a specialized machine; 
you have a thousand duties and must be strong enough for them all. 
For that reason, you must vary the angles of your exercises, hitting more 
than just your large muscle groups. It’s great that you can lift a thousand 
pounds Deadlifting and Squatting, but what if you have to move side-
to-side?

Programmed Strength
More than simply “living a life of fitness,” the Machine Principle incorpo-
rates the physiological effects of muscle memory (the consolidation of a 
specific task into memory through repetition). Studies have shown that 
strength training helps to enhance the communication between the 
nervous system and the muscles being used, and have also shown that 
strength is impacted by inner neural circuitry BEFORE external changes 
in muscle size. Programmed Strength involves sets of specific move-
ments and exercises repeated over a minimum of two weeks prior to 
progressing.

Strength Training Methods
While the Strength Concept can be applied to almost any training 
method, the Machine Principle focuses primarily on Kettlebell Train-
ing and Bodyweight Training. Progressive, Dynamic, and Programmed 
Strength aspects can be easily applied to kettlebell and bodyweight 
workout plans, require a minimal amount of equipment, incorporate 
hundreds of exercises, and allow for maximum gains in the shortest 
amount of time.

strength



only one who devotes himself to a 
cause with his whole strength and 

soul can be a true master. for this reason 
mastery demands all of a person.

-albert einstein
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If you’ve ever owned an older laptop, you know what a pain in the butt 
a short-lived battery could be. The battery holds such a small amount 
of juice that when you want to move from the living room to the 
bedroom, you’re worried that the computer will shut down! The entire 
point of owning laptop versus a desktop is for the freedom of move-
ment; therefore, that machine is pointless because it can’t even move a 
little bit. When you treat your body like a machine, you make sure it has 
enough juice to make it through the task. Just like a laptop with a bad 
battery, what good are you if can’t accomplish your task because your 
conditioning level is too low?  

For athletes and fighters, running out of steam means you lose the 
match. For law enforcement personnel, fire fighters, and soldiers, gas-
sing out at the wrong moment could mean you (or someone else), 
might die. Less dangerous (but WAY more pathetic) is someone who is 
so out of shape that they might be concerned about needing a break 
when they park too far away from the grocery store. So, to increase 
your body’s conditioning level, the Machine Principles follows these 
guidelines: 

Concentrated Conditioning
By focusing on short bursts of intense training, you can gain rapid in-
creases in stamina without too much wear and tear on your joints. Sets 
are usually timed and Concentrated Conditioning workouts usually last 
from 20 to 35 minutes, although supplementary Concentrated Condi-
tioning can be as short as 4 minutes (the Tabata Protocol). Concentrated 
Conditioning sets are usually done with bodyweight exercises like 
Burpees, Mountain Climbers, Up Hill Sprints, and Deck Squats.

Limited Sustained Conditioning
While short sprints can give you most of the desired gains in condition-
ing that you’re looking for, Limited Sustained Conditioning can prepare 
you for real life situations that call for a prolonged physical effort. 
This concept is related to muscle stamina, or the ability of a muscle or 
groups of muscles to sustain repeated contractions against a resis-
tance for an extended period of time. This is achieved through high rep 
kettlebell circuits with exercises like the Swing, Snatch, High Pull, Clean 
& Push Press, and Clean & Jerk.

Weak Area Conditioning
It is important to identify your weaknesses and strengths, then condi-
tion accordingly. A proper conditioning workout should include 
exercises to increase strength and muscular endurance in the muscles 
of the lower leg and feet, the muscular corset (core control), the hip 
muscles, and the shoulder and scapula muscles that are used when 
supporting the body on the arms. It should also use exercises to release 
and lengthen muscle groups that tend to be tense, also focusing on hip 

conditioning

flexors and outward rotators, plantar flexors, and the shoulder girdle 
elevators and forward tilters. 

Respirational Conditioning
Proper respiration is a key component in the whole body relaxation, 
progressing to isolated release of over-active muscle groups, and 
maximizing your effort while increasing conditioning levels. A great 
amount of oxygen can be obtained by breathing through your stomach 
(diaphragmatic breathing). Deep breathing will increase relaxation 
and oxygenation of the body while also allowing you to enhance your 
conditioning levels.



i got stamina. i can close.
-michael phelps
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Expensive wrist watches use hundreds of components, precise engi-
neering, and complicated calculations that allow them to keep track 
of years, months, hours, minutes, seconds, and a whole lot more, all 
without the use of electronics. They do this through the exacting move-
ments of gears and other mechanisms. Even more complicated than 
these intricate machines is the human body. It’s comprised of thou-
sands of moving parts, all working together to help you function, and 
when used correctly, thrive.
 
Proper movement is an underrated concept for those outside dance 
and the martial arts. For these people, movement is the epitome of 
function; the strength, conditioning, and physique that go along with it 
are simply byproducts. Moving correctly allows the human body to do 
amazing things, moving incorrectly leads to dysfunction and injury. The 
Machine Principle addresses movement in the following ways: 

Multi-Joint Movements
When you look at typical strength and conditioning programs, you will 
find that they are heavy on movements that are single joint, muscle-
specific, and single plane. Unfortunately, these programs do not ac-
curately replicate sport specific or the functional movement needs of 
daily life. The Machine Principle utilizes exercises that involve a variety 
of muscle groups, requiring movement on multiple planes. An example 
would be the Six-Count Burpee. The movement engages core muscles, 
chest, arms, shoulders, and legs with challenges to your strength, bal-
ance, and overall agility. Multi-Joint Movements are utilized throughout 
each aspect of training with the Machine Principle in both strength and 
conditioning training.

Multi-Planar Movements
Multi-planar movements involve exercises that move the body on one 
of the three planes of movement: sagittal (front to back), frontal (side 
to side), and transverse (rotational). The hardest and most most prone 
to causing injury is the transverse plane. Too often, we overwork our 
muscles on the first two planes, which limits our functional range of 
strength and motion, and leaves us susceptible to injury, commonly 
with the lower back. Multi-Planar Movements are utilized throughout 
each aspect of training with the Machine Principle in both strength and 
conditioning training.

Proper Exercise Movement
Just like a machine, improper alignment can lead to additional wear and 
tear, limited performance capacity, and sometimes a complete break-
down. Proper form for both bodyweight and kettlebell training is essen-
tial to the Machine Principle. Without proper form, you cannot progress 
very far. For example, while you may be able to perform a Kettlebell 
Clean improperly when you start training (you’ll know you’re doing it 

movement

wrong from the bruises you get on your shoulder and forearm), you will 
not be able to: 1) Move up in weight; or 2) Increase the difficulty of the 
exercise through grip variation. Proper Exercise Movement is addressed 
by the Machine Principle through exercise difficulty progressions. For 
the Clean, you would start with the Clean from the Ground, then to a 
Hang Clean, then to a standard Clean. Each beginner-variation teaches 
proper movement (for the Clean, each variations reinforces a straight 
back, tight core, and a tight yanking motion).

Balanced Movement
Without proper balance you can’t expect to enhance your performance. 
Have you ever walked through a pitch-black room and tried to find your 
way? It wasn’t simply difficult because you couldn’t see objects in your 
way, it was hard because you lack information in regards to your body 
parts and their relation to each other and your environment. Without a 
specific focus on enhancing balance, you’re doing the same thing with 
your training. The Machine Principle addresses Balanced Movement 
with balance-specific bodyweight and kettlebell exercises like Hand-
stands, Frog Stands, One-Legged Twists, and Pistols. However, increased 
balance will also lead to enhanced performance in all other aspects of 
the Machine Principle, especially strength and conditioning.



all mankind is divided into three 
classes: those that are immovable, 

those that are movable, and those that 
move.

-benjamin franklin
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You’ve seen the commercials where the industrial robots with multi-
linked manipulator arms put doors on cars, paint exteriors, and weld 
frames. How possible would any of that be without properly greased 
joints? Each movement they make depends on proper mobility, just like 
our bodies. Without proper joint mobility, machines (and our bodies) 
gradually wear away at each component until finally the component 
needs to be replaced or no longer functions. 

While all the concepts apply to everyone, the Joint Mobility Concept is 
especially applicable to older, out of shape individuals who are most at 
risk for injuries due to improper mobility. Just like an industrial robot, 
what do you think is cheaper: proper maintenance and care, or replac-
ing unnecessarily broken pieces? The Machine Principle addresses the 
Joint Mobility Concept by: 

Specific Joint Mobility
Each joint must be isolated and worked independently in multiple ways. 
You always want to make sure to take the each joint into its fully avail-
able range of motion; this will help with the prevention of tightening 
and shortening of muscles, as well as the prevention of adhesions that 
can grow across the ligament or tissue, thereby limiting the mobility of 
the joint. Muscle spasticity (contraction) can occur and interfere with 
movement when responding to an increased resistance. When work-
ing through your range of motion, you want to incorporate anatomical 
planes of motion. This includes the saggital plane (divides the body into 
two longitudinal parts), front plane (separating the body into front and 
back halves), and transverse plane (divides the body into upper and 
lower). By performing Range of Motion exercises, you can increase joint 
movement, flexibility, and the strength of muscles and joints.

Frequent Joint Mobility
Joint mobility routines need to be performed on a daily basis (at the 
least). Joint mobility routines include rolls, bends, stretches, and a 
variety of movements starting from your neck and moving down to 
your toes. If a specific joint is having a problem (tight and immobile 
wrists are a common issue), that joint must be thoroughly worked for a 
sustained time or a large amount of repetitions (100+). Frequent Joint 
Mobility requires a minimum of 10 minutes per non-workout day and 
20 minutes on workout days.

joint mobility



consistency is found in that work 
whose whole and detail are 

suitable to the occasion. it arises from 
circumstance, custom, and nature.

-vitruvius
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High-speed race boats, cars, and airplanes depend on crazy amounts of 
power, precision engineering, and vast sums of money. Highly trained 
specialists build them, test them, and maintain them to ensure that 
when race day comes, they can perform to the max. During this process, 
do you think they run these million dollar machines unnecessarily with 
little regard for breakage? Or do you think they plan, strategize, and test 
them to make sure they don’t waste time and money without reason?

Many individuals that require a high level of physical activity (such as 
athletes, law enforcement, soldiers, etc) think that they can run their 
bodies senseless on a daily basis, use inefficient and harmful training 
methods, and still perform when game day arrives, and for a while after 
that (some even disregard the future for what they believe are worthy 
gains now, unfortunately, these people are ESPECIALLY wrong).

Treating your body like a machine means that you tune it to perform 
properly while also increasing the longevity of your body through the 
most efficient methods available. Do you think a race car’s lap time 
would be better just because it did 10,000 laps? Or would it improve 
because it was tuned correctly and driven to maximize the use of its 
assets (i.e. strength, endurance, and handling)?  The Machine Principle 
addresses longevity by: 

Planning for Longevity
Proper workout and nutrition planning will improve the longevity of 
your joints, muscles, internal organs, and your motivation to continue 
enhancing your health through diet and exercise. Workout plans need 
to be based on specific objectives (you can’t accomplish everything 
at once) and continue for at least four weeks at a time. They must take 
your current skill level into consideration and incorporate the myriad of 
concepts present in the Machine Principle (no easy task!). Fortunately, 
the first-ever Machine Principle-compliant workout plan is contained in 
this issue.

Rest and Recovery for Longevity
Rest and recovery is just as important as exercise. If you follow all the 
other objectives of the Machine Principle (especially those regarding 
strength and conditioning), but fail to incorporate rest and recovery 
into your regimen, the entire system will break down. Rest and Recovery 
for Longevity includes a 3-on, 1-off, and 2-on, 1-off day workout sched-
ule, a minimum amount of 7.5 hours of sleep nightly, proper nutrition 
and supplementation, and mental relaxation periods on a regular basis 
(i.e. meditation, Holosync, progressive muscle relaxation, etc).

Tracking for Longevity
It’s impossible to know where you’re going if you don’t remember 
where you have been. Workout and diet journals do more than simply 

longevity

keep you accountable, they provide an accurate history of what worked 
(and didn’t work), ensure proper weight, rest, and exercise difficulty pro-
gression, and help you formulate new objectives based on past experi-
ence. For workouts, make sure you record each set, exercise, number of 
reps/time, weight used, and rest period. For diet, make sure you record 
the time you ate, what you ate, and how much you ate.

Performance Testing for Longevity
On a quarterly basis (any more often than that and you’ll hinder your 
body and throw your workout plans off), it’s important to test yourself 
to see if your workout and diet regimen is working. Performance Testing 
for Longevity is broken down into three categories and should be com-
pleted within a 72-hour period. The categories include Strength Testing, 
Endurance Testing, and Agility Testing. Go to MyMadMethods.com to 
find out more about the tests and average test results to see how you 
measure up.



to keep the body in good health is 
a duty... otherwise we shall not be 

able to keep our mind strong and clear.
-buddha
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Rockets incorporate highly volatile, specifically engineered fuels to 
break free of Earth’s gravity. These special fuels are designed to maxi-
mize thrust while also being efficient enough to fit into a rocket without 
adding too much weight or taking up too much space. Similarly, your 
body needs fuel in the form of nutrients to perform optimally. Note the 
word “fuel,” because that is what food should be considered 95% of the 
time. 

Necessary Nutrition: If the sole purpose of rockets was to provide 
entertainment and enjoyment for people, they would be run off of 
cookie dough so the launch pad and the surrounding area could have 
the lovely smell of freshly baked cookies. But instead, they serve a much 
greater purpose, so they don’t. If the sole point of food was to make you 
smile, all food would be comprised of fat and sugar. Treating your body 
as a machine means you give it what it needs to perform its function: 
nutrients in the form of whole foods and supplements when necessary. 

Personalized Nutrition
There are a number of questions to answer when designing your diet, 
such as: what you enjoy, where you live, do you have food allergies, 
medical issues or medications, etc. The two basic questions that could 
help simplify the process are: “What is your objective?” and “How fast do 
you want to get there?” These two simple questions will dictate what 
you eat, when you eat, and how much you eat. 

Consistent Nutrition
It is best to stick with a strict regimen for at least 3 weeks before making 
adjustments and changes. Improving your performance is a blend be-
tween implementing correct physical, mental and nutrition principles. 
With that in mind, nutrition begins far sooner than most people realize. 
In fact, without proper daily nutrition, training sessions will not be at 
100%, energy levels will decrease, and recovery will take longer. 

Water Intake for Nutrition
Just as stated by millions of other people, water is essential for proper 
nutrition. You must drink at least half your bodyweight in ounces (more 
on workout days). You must also drink water on a consistent basis; 
chugging a half-gallon of water before or after your workout is not go-
ing to cut it, you need to drink throughout the day and hydrate properly 
before bed (you should be going at least 7.5 hours without water!).

nutrition



the harvard law states: 
under controlled conditions 

of light, temperature, humidity, 
and nutrition, the organism will 
do as it damn well pleases.

-larry wall
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the machine workout plan

This workout plan is intended to progressively enhance conditioning, 
strength, and agility levels through increasingly difficult exercises, 
workout schedules, and circuits.  Burn out is to be avoided through 
gradually increasing the amount of time spent each day on joint 
mobility and stretching.

workout plan specs:
  Focus:         Strength, Conditioning
  Difficulty:       Advanced
  Duration:       12 Weeks
  Equipment:   Kettlebells, Pull Up Bar

Progression Instructions:
Each workout includes the minimum level of circuits listed (2 x #), but 
must be increased by one each time a particular workout is per-
formed. In addition, the rest should be decreased by 15-30 seconds 
each time. Weight should also be increased if decreased rest periods, 
more difficult exercises, and increased circuits do not prove challeng-
ing enough (but they probably will!).

Definitions:
   AEP – Advanced Exercise Practice
   BW – Bodyweight
   ES – Each Side
   HE – Happy Ending
   JM – Joint Mobility
   JMS – Joint Mobility/Stretching
   KB – Kettlebell

warning:
THIS IS AN ADVANCED WORKOUT PLAN AND INCORPORATES BOTH 
HEAVY WEIGHT AND COMPLEX MOVEMENTS. IF YOU’VE NEVER 
TRAINED WITH THESE METHODS, PLEASE CONSULT A PROFESSIONAL.
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workout schedule
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the machine workout plan workouts
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WHERE TO FIND MORE FREE INFORMATION
Kettlebell & Bodyweight Exercise Tutorial Database
http://www.mymadmethods.com/training/exercises

_

Kettlebell & Bodyweight Workout Video Database
http://www.mymadmethods.com/training/workouts

_

Other Free Workout eBooks 
http://www.mymadmethods.com/training/free-workout-ebooks

Products You May Be Interested In
Onnit Primal Bells, Cast Iron Kettlebells, & Supplements
https://www.onnit.com/mmm/

_

Fitness Is Function Kettlebell Workout DVD
http://www.FitnessIsFunction.com

_

Fitness Is Function Bodyweight Workout DVD
http://www.BodyweightTrainingDVD.com

_

My Mad Methods Magazine
http://www.mymadmethods.com/my-mad-methods-magazine




